Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations: Recruitment Announcement
Position: Expert (Renewable Energy)
Location: New Delhi
Description:
Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER), an autonomous, policyoriented, not-for-profit, policy think tank based in New Delhi. ICRIER is currently looking for
an Expert in the field of renewable energy for its Climate Change, Urbanization and Sustainability
(CCUS) thrust area.
The team consists of seasoned professionals belonging to a variety of disciplines, covering multiple
facets of this broad theme. The team is engaged in cutting edge research employing General Equilibrium
Models (GEM), energy systems models, waste models etc. to tackle core energy and environmental
issues. It offers its research services to different government ministries for shaping their negotiation
stances at multiple forums such as the G20, UNFCCC etc.; and also provides timely insights into some
of the key questions that the country is grappling with.
About the Project:
ICRIER is engaged in a four-year long project for providing technical support to the Bureau of Energy
Efficiency for G20 Energy Sustainability Working Group (ESWG) related activities to prepare for
India’s G20 Presidency in 2023. Selected candidates would be expected to work on the following:
a) In-depth assessment and evaluation of themes identified by the G20 Energy Sustainability Working
Group (ESWG) Presidency and other similar inter-governmental negotiation fora (BRICS, G7,
CEM, COP, etc.) each year and provide technical inputs.
b) Preparation of strategy papers on ESWG negotiation-related priority areas identified for India’s
own G20 Presidency.
c) High-level interactions with both international and domestic stakeholders involving governments
and institutions for agenda setting as well as during the negotiation stage under the Presidency.
d) Planning and providing assistance in the organization of events based on the identified
themes, involving G20 countries, various central and state government agencies with delegates
from all G20 member countries and organizations; culminating in the energy ministerial.
e) The role would involve the selected candidate to operate from the ESWG G20 Secretariat.
Eligibility:
a) Should have a Master’s degree in Engineering OR an MBA with relevant technical experience in
the renewable energy sector
b) Candidates must have a minimum of 5 years of work experience in the field of renewable energy.
c) Candidates must be willing to engage on long-term basis (till 2024).
Remuneration:
Salary is negotiable based on work experience.
If interested, please send in your resume along with a cover letter to ssharma@icrier.res.in latest by 31st
January, 2022. Only submissions within the designated timeline will be considered and shortlisted
candidates contacted.

